METASTATIC BREAST CANCER
FINANCIAL, SUPPORT RESOURCES

The Angela Andrade Foundation- http://www.angelaandradefoundation.org
Established at The Dallas Foundation to support metastatic breast cancer patients. Angela’s family and friends want to enhance and improve the quality of life of metastatic breast cancer patients through financial support. You are eligible to apply to the Angela Andrade Foundation if:
- You are a patient with metastatic breast cancer
- You are receiving treatment within the United States
- You are a permanent resident of the United States
To apply for a grant, an applicant must mail a completed application to the address below. Grants given in $1,800 increments on an as needed basis. Recipients are selected monthly and must wait a year before applying for another grant. The applicant must submit a completed application including confirmation from a healthcare provider (through a sealed letter). When possible, all grant payments will be made directly to service providers on behalf of the individual recipient. In some instances recipients may be eligible for reimbursement, but they must provide receipts prior to expense reimbursement.

The Angela Andrade Foundation/The Dallas Foundation
Reagan Place at Old Parkland 3963 Maple Avenue, Suite 390, Dallas, Texas 75219
(214) 741-9898 angelaandradefoundation@gmail.com

ADVANCEDBC.ORG – www.AdvancedBC.org
Metastatic breast cancer information and support for patients, family members and friends.

BCMETS- www.BCMets.org
Mailing List and Webpage. Large, open mailing list for metastatic breast cancer patients, family members and friends. Browse and search the public archive of all messages over its thirteen year history. Lurkers (people who choose not to post public messages) are welcome.

METASTATIC BREAST CANCER NETWORK- www.MBCN.org
Phone: 1-888-500-0370 (voicemail - will be answered within 24 hours) mbcn@mbcn.org
MBCN is a national, independent, non-profit, all volunteer, patient-led advocacy organization dedicated to the unique concerns of the women and men living with metastatic breast cancer, also known as Stage IV or advanced breast cancer.

Young Survival Coalition provides Metslink which pairs trained volunteer contacts with other women living with metastatic disease. www.youngsurvival.org/metslink

After Breast Cancer Diagnosis (formerly Y-Me / Network of Strength) offers a 24/7 hotline at 800-221-2141. Their Your Shoes Breast Cancer Support Center provides service for both men and women with MBC. www.abcdbreastcancersupport.org/2014/11/one-to-one
SHARE’s Metastatic Breast Cancer Hotline has trained metastatic peers ranging in age from early thirties to eighty. Some have been living with metastatic disease for many years. They can answer your questions, help you figure out your options, and give you realistic hope and support. Call 866-891-2392 (in New York City call 212-382-2111).

Jack & Jill Late Stage Cancer Foundation- 404.537.5253 - www.Jajf.org
The only organization to: TREAT THE FAMILIES; NOT THE CANCER. When a parent is diagnosed with late-stage cancer, a family’s world is immediately turned upside down. Our supporters appreciate these children who are facing the imminent loss of their Moms or Dads deserve a timeout from cancer to create cherished, lasting (indispensable) memories as a family… while they can.
HELPLINES & ONLINE MESSAGE BOARDS FOR MBC
www.sharecancersupport.org/share-new/support/helpline

http://www.advancedbc.org: Information and support for metastatic breast cancer patients, family members and friends

http://www.metastaticbreastcancersupport.org. An online support group is available here

www.HER2support.org
www.advancedbreastcancercommunity.com
http://community.breastcancer.org/forum/8
http://my.youngsurvival.org/discussions